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The growing prevalence of allergenicity towards cow’s milk, lactose intolerance, and
hypercholesterolemia, as well as the trend of plant-based diets (vegetarian and vegan), is
pushing the food industry and the global market towards the design, supply and produc-
tion of novel plant-based milk alternatives [1]. Today, milk alternatives are commercially
obtained from a variety of plant-derived ingredients, such as cereals, legumes, pseudo-
cereals, nuts, and fruits. In particular, plant-based beverages and yogurt-like products
obtained with oat, rice, quinoa, soy, almond, coconut, hazelnut, sesame, and hemp, are the
most commonly consumed [1,2].

Depending on the raw materials and technology employed in the production pro-
cesses, large nutritional composition variability, and significant differences from milk
counterparts in terms of technological and sensory features have been reported [2,3].

Indeed, although several efforts have been made, the major challenges still faced
by producers of plant-based beverages and yogurt-like products are associated with the
appearance and texture properties, unbalanced nutritional profile, and the presence of anti-
nutritional compounds [1,3–5]. Product stability is an important parameter of plant-based
beverages and yogurt-like products in which particles can easily aggregate and precipitate
resulting in serum separation [1,6]. Innovative food processing technologies display great
potential to improve the storage stability of these products and, among all, the combined
use of calcium and thermal treatments proved to be successful for the aggregation of lentil
proteins in concentrated emulsions [6].

Among nutritional issues, mainly related to the chemical composition of the raw
materials used, the presence of anti-nutritional factors (ANF) which negatively affect the
sensory profile as well as the bioavailability of macro- and micro-nutrients and protein
quality (as compared to animal derived) are still one of the main concerns [1,4]. Several
approaches have been proposed to improve the nutritional profile of plant-based milk
alternatives, and the use of novel protein ingredients [7,8] as well as the occurrence of
the fermentation process (spontaneous or driven by selected strains) seem to be valuable
options to overcome these drawbacks [4].

Protein ingredients can be obtained from plant raw materials through different tech-
nological processes such as precipitation, fractionation, and extraction. Depending on
the plant-matrix and the process employed, techno-functional and nutritional properties
greatly change, requiring tailored investigations of the different options [7,8].

Fermentation with ad hoc-selected lactic acid bacteria often results in improved of
nutritional profile mainly due to the release of amino acids and bioactive compounds,
decrease of ANF by direct (microbial enzymatic activities) and indirect (activation of
endogenous enzymes) activities and, enhancement of the protein in vitro digestibility and
antioxidant potential [4,9].

The suitability of plant-based milk alternatives as probiotic carrier has been investi-
gated [4,10,11]. The need of an accurate selection of the probiotic strain in order to avoid
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the negative effects on the microbial survival in the non-dairy substrate, such as the onset of
unpleasant sensory characteristics related to fermentation, has been highlighted [4,10,11].

The use of probiotic strains deriving from well-characterized functional foods or bev-
erages, such as kefir [11], moreover selected for the capability to conduct the fermentation
of the specific plant-based matrix, might represent a promising approach to guarantee the
best adaptation and to prevent undesirable effects [4,10,11].

A further growth is expected in the sector of plant-based milk alternatives in future,
thanks to the great consumer interest and the ample opportunity to differentiate final
products based on plant ingredients and production technologies.

Concerted research efforts are required in the coming years to provide, besides suitable
and affordable bioprocessing options, tailor-made products with specific technological,
nutritional, and sensory properties.
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